
Information Session

Save today for a 
brighter tomorrow



Reasons you’re here
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Is anyone…
Already saving for college?

Done prior research, have more questions?

Saving/considering saving for… 

Child Grandchild Friend

Self Other family member



Why save?
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Tuition is growing faster than housing, gasoline, healthcare



Why save?
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Cost of waiting*

*This chart is for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to reflect actual performance of any specific investment. Assumes interest rate of 6.25 percent 
compounded monthly. The value of your Virginia529 account will vary depending on market conditions and the performance of the investment option you select, and it 
may be more or less than the amount you deposited.  You could lose money – including principal you invest – or not make money if you invest in one of these 
programs. Past performance of investments is not an indicator of future returns.  



Virginia529 at a glance
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First account opened in 1996

Grown to be the top choice in the nation – largest 529 plan

Various program options

Low fees

Low opening contributions

Consistently 
ranked 

TOP TIER



Terminology
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What does that mean?

529 plan
Beneficiary
Qualified higher education expense (QHEE)

Eligible educational institution (EEI)

Direct-sold versus adviser-sold



Virginia529 tax benefits
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The benefits of tax-free earning*

*This chart is for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to reflect actual performance of any specific investment. Assumes interest rate of 6.25 percent 
compounded monthly, federal tax rate of 25 percent and a Virginia tax rate of 5.75 percent. The value of your Virginia529 account will vary depending on market 
conditions and the performance of the investment option you select, and it may be more or less than the amount you deposited. You could lose money – including 
principal you invest – or not make money if you invest in one of these programs. Past performance of investments is not an indicator of future returns.  



State tax benefit
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Virginia state income tax deduction
Virginia taxpayers can deduct up to $4,000 per 
account per year

Only for account owner
Unlimited carryforward
Age 70 and above may deduct entire amount



State tax benefit (cont)
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Example 1
In 2017 contribute $8,000 dollars to an account

2017 VA state tax return 2018 VA state tax return
deduct $4,000                              deduct $4,000

Example 2
In 2017 contribute $4,000 dollars to one account

and $4,000 to a second account
2017 VA state tax return

deduct $8,000   
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Prepay today the cost of tomorrow’s Virginia 
public college tuition

To be eligible:
Account owner or beneficiary must be a 
Virginia resident at time account is opened 

Beneficiary must be in ninth grade or 
younger

Open account during enrollment period 
December 1, 2016 – March 31, 2017

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY – ENROLLMENT 
CURRENTLY CLOSED
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The uncertainty of rising tuition is gone

1Conversion ratio may change each enrollment period to reflect variations in tuition costs year to year. The 2016-2017 conversion ratio is 1 : 2.6077.

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY – ENROLLMENT CURRENTLY CLOSED
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Discover the peace of mind thousands have enjoyed for 20 years

1Conversion ratio may change each enrollment period to reflect variations in tuition costs year to year. The 2016-2017 conversion ratio is 1 : 2.6077.
2Prices shown are for a one-time, lump sum payment for contracts purchased during the 2016-2017 enrollment period.
3Account must be opened by the end of the enrollment period during the beneficiary’s ninth grade year.

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY – ENROLLMENT CURRENTLY CLOSED
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Flexible options to work for many budget and saving goals

You choose how to pay

Visit Virginia529.com/resources/prepaid-calculator

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY – ENROLLMENT CURRENTLY CLOSED
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Use at eligible educational institutions worldwide

1For purposes of Prepaid529 only, Virginia529 defines tuition as the undergraduate in-state semester or term charges for tuition and mandatory fees required and imposed as a 
condition of enrollment of all students by a two-year or four-year Virginia Public Institution. Please see the Prepaid529 Master Agreement for a complete definition.
2Unless highest Virginia public college or university tuition and mandatory fees is less than this amount in which case you would receive that amount as the payout

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY – ENROLLMENT CURRENTLY CLOSED
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To be eligible:
No state residency requirement

No beneficiary age requirement

Use for ANY qualified higher education expense

Year round enrollment at Virginia529.com

Over 20 investment portfolios

Direct-sold savings program – choose a portfolio and 
save at your own pace 

“both residents and nonresidents will find plenty to like 
with this plan”

-Morningstar, Inc.
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Take the guesswork out of investing with age-based portfolios

How they work:
Choose a target date that matches 

graduation date/date you will use savings

Automatically shift over time 
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Static portfolios remain the same over time

Many options feature 
Vanguard mutual funds

New FDIC-insured option 
added in 2017
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Customize your strategy in 3 simple steps 
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May be used at any eligible educational 
institution worldwide

For any qualified higher education expense:
Tuition
Fees
Room and board 
Required supplies & equipment
Textbooks
Computers & equipment
Special needs services
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CollegeAmerica®

Partnership with American Funds
Sold exclusively through financial advisers
Build your portfolio with American Fund 
mutual funds
Portfolios subject to market risk
For more information: 

Call:  1-800-421-0180 extension 529
Online:  Americanfunds.com/college



Additional Features

Contribution limits
Duration
Transfers
Scholarship
Cancellation
Smart Savers
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Saving Success Stories

Read additional saving success stories at 
Virginia529.com/news



FAQs
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What if my beneficiary doesn’t go to school?
Can others give to my account?
Will this affect my financial aid Eligibility?
How do I/Where do I go to open an account? 
Can I have more than one account?
Which program will work best for me?

These and other answers can be found at 
Virginia529.com/resources/faqs
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Next steps
Visit the NEW Virginia529.com :

Subscribe for updates
Complete additional research
Open a new Prepaid529 or Invest529 
account

Follow Virginia529 on social media:
Facebook.com/va529
@Virginia529



Toll-Free 1.888.567.0540
customerservice@virginia529.com

Virginia529.com

Facebook.com/va529       @virginia529
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The material in this presentation has been prepared by Virginia529 and is general information about Virginia529 current 
as of the date of this presentation.  The information is given in summary form and does not purport to be complete.

The Virginia College Savings Plan is unable to provide specific tax, legal or financial advice. 
Investors are encouraged to call 1-888-567-0540 or visit Virginia529.com to obtain Program Descriptions and read all 

enrollment materials before investing. An investor should carefully consider investment objectives, risks, charges and 
expenses of the programs before investing. For non-Virginia residents: other states may sponsor a 529 plan that offers tax 

or other benefits not available through Virginia529. © 2017 Virginia College Savings Plan.
All Rights Reserved.


